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The CIF-State Division 4 Southern California regional already was in a state of chaos with its 
Final Four consisting of seeds #1, #13, #6, and #15 on Tuesday night. Nashom Carter & 
Jackson Larsen combined for 31 points as Christian knocked off Hillcrest 43-42 in Riverside 
ending a historic season for the Trojans who held this bracket’s number 1 seed. The Patriots will 
face View Park in Saturday's regional final in Los Angeles.  
 
Hillcrest would lead 14-10 after a quarter's play. Victor Ohia Obioha (5 pts) would lead six 
different Trojans who recorded a point in that period. Nashom Carter would have 4 of his game 
high 17 points in the opening stanza for Christian. The Patriots would hit two of their four made 
three pointers early. Jackson Larsen and Isaiah Robinson combined for their made three 
pointers early as both offenses had difficulty scoring.  
 
The Trojans would hold onto that early lead going into intermission ahead by a score of 21-18. 
Ohia Obioha had 8 points to lead Hillcrest. But after early success getting into the paint Victor’s 
touches dried up for long stretches. Jackson Larsen had 9 of his 14 points in the first 16 minutes 
to lead the Patriots. I asked Patriots coach Davion Famber about the keys to successfully 
defending Ohia Obioha and he remarked “You can't really keep that guy under control. He's a 
monster. We tried to limit his touches and take the ball out of his hands when we could. We tried 
to get him in foul trouble but that proved impossible...We ran a 2-1-2 zone against them and 
really focused on having a guy three-quarter fronting with a guy behind him.”  
 
The Patriots continued to answer Hillcrest’s attempts at getting a big lead and eventually ended 
up taking a lead at 3:22 remaining in quarter #3 off a Jackson Larson field goal. Leads would 
exchange hands a couple of times over those last three minutes with the Trojans taking a 32-31 
lead on Sebastian Mendoza’s bucket on their final possession of the period. Another Mendoza 
bucket would give Hillcrest back the lead with just under 2:40 to go. An Isaiah Robinson three 
pointer along with Carter’s slashing drive resulting in a layup gave Christian the lead at 43-42 
with 36 seconds remaining in the 4th. With 6.7 seconds to go the Trojans would get one more 
good opportunity to take the lead in an baseline out of bounds situation from underneath their 
own basket. They tried to feed Ohia Obioha near the basket but he would lose the ball out of 
bounds and then it became necessary to foul. After a Patriot free throw miss on their ensuing 1 
and 1 Hillcrest got one final possession but a three pointer from Marco Alvaradejo fell 
harmlessly to the floor as time expired.  
 
Nashom Carter of Christian would lead all scorers with 17 points. I had the opportunity to speak 
with him on our way out of the facility. He would remark when asked about the final possession: 
“At the end we really needed to focus on our defense...that really closed out the game. We had 
to make sure shooters shot but not to foul them.” About not being selected all CIF-San Diego 



Section he would state “It's always going to be extra motivation but I go out and prove it to them 
and if they don't want to choose me that's fine but they're going to learn.” Coach Famber 
described Carter & Larsen as being invaluable to the program “They really bought into what I 
brought them with a entirely new coaching staff. They're a little upset at not making all CIF-San 
Diego Section teams and so they've been playing with a little chip on their shoulders. Whoever 
we’re playing next better watch out.” When asked to describe his group in two to three words 
Famber used the words resilient servant leaders. They certainly have lived up to that billing 
having won three straight away from home to reach Saturday night's regional title game.  
 
Hillcrest coach Jackson Wood in his postgame remarks lamented struggles from the field for his 
offense stating: “We struggled against their zone to penetrate or knock down open shots. 
Shooting was our biggest struggle with 1 made 3 pointer. About the physicality of that game 
especially late he would say: “We struggle against physicality so if I was game planning against 
us I would've done exactly what they did and tried to push Victor and trying to get under his skin. 
His body's taken a bit of a beating but he's fought all year long just like all of these guys have. 
We've been in the weight room all year long but it's still something we need to address.”  
 
When asked about what his kids have learned in the 12 months since their quarterfinal loss a 
season ago against Woodcrest Christian Wood said “I think they've learned so much about 
themselves, about the coaching staff, about the school and about our community. The support 
from our fans has been tremendous. So I think they've learned that they're special people, 
special individuals but when you get that many of them together as a group they realize they're 
special...They're a little hurt tonight but tomorrow morning they'll realize just how much they've 
accomplished…” 
 
With four schools from the county of Riverside and two in city limits playing Tuesday I asked 
Coach Wood (a graduate of Poly/Riverside) about the talent level in this area. He said “Oh it's 
great and always going to be slept on. People don't get out here as often and don't respect us 
because we’re the Inland Empire but that just gives guys an extra motivation. Our competitive 
nature as coaches and players will cause other programs to rise and reach the top just like Los 
Angeles for example.” When asked for two or three words to describe the journey of Trojan 
basketball in 2017-2018 Hillcrest's founding coach would use the words “We are family. We've 
just grown into a family. I love these guys and would do anything for them.” 
 
Nashom Carter from Christian would have 17 points (11 after intermission) for the Patriots to 
lead all scorers. Jackson Larsen added 14 more in the win. Sebastian Mendoza would have 16 
points for the Trojans in defeat.  
 
 
 
 
 


